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Center News 

Conference Day 

Just a friendly reminder, Radiant will be CLOSING AT 12:00pm on Friday November 9th for conference day. 

Sign-up sheets for conference times will be posted outside your child’s classroom by the end of the day 

tomorrow. Please make sure to sign up for a conference time!  

Thanksgiving Holiday 

Radiant will be closed Thursday November 22nd AND Friday November 23rd for the Thanksgiving holiday. If you 

child will be absent any additional days around Thanksgiving, please let Annie or your child’s teacher know.  

Preschool November Field Trip 

On November 16th we are going to Orchestra Hall for a Kinder Konzert program. We will be leaving Radiant at 

9:15am and returning at 12:15pm for a late lunch. Permission slips will be emailed out next week. 

Pie with Parents 

On Wednesday November 21st we will be having “Pie with Parents” from 2:30 – 3:30. Parents are invited to 

join us for afternoon snack. We will be having apple and pumpkin pie to celebrate the Thanksgiving holiday!  

Diaper Drive 

November 1st – 12th Radiant will be having a “Diaper Drive” for MN Veteran’s Hospital. We will be collecting 

diapers (any size and open packages are ok!), wipes, coloring books, and crayons/colored pencils/markers, for 

children who find themselves spending time at the hospital if a loved one is sick or injured. Donations can be 

left in the big blue box in the lobby. 

Toys for Tots 

Starting November 26th we will be collecting toys for Toys-for-Tots. The donation box will be out until mid-

December. We will be taking all the toys over to Kare 11 to drop off during a news broadcast. The date and 

time of the broadcast is still to-be-determined. 

Procare Update 

Just a quick reminder as the winter season approaches, please go to https://www.myprocare.com/ and make 

sure that your contact information is correct. You can also add your cell phone provider which will give us the 

ability to send text messages via the Procare system if needed.  

New Extra Curricular Sessions 

There is a new session of yoga starting next Thursday and a new session of Soccer Shots starting Nov 12th. 

Sign-up information is in the lobby by the Parent Information Center. 

 

https://www.myprocare.com/
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Enrichment Class News 
 

Spanish 

iHola Radiant Montessori families and Happy Halloween! 

 

My name is Sra. Lorena and I have recently begun teaching Spanish classes here at Radiant Montessori, 

although I work in the classrooms with children full time. During the month of October, we learned several 

introductions and greetings. Some examples include “ihola!” (hello), “¿como te llamas?” (what is your name?), 

“me llamo” (my name is) and “¿como estas?” (how are you?). The children also had fun learning a new song 

called “iHola! Means Hello” which is sung to the tune of London Bridge. 

In November, we will begin learning the colors red, yellow, blue, green, white, black, gray, brown, pink, purple, 

and orange, as well as the numbers 1-20. Finally, we hope to learn a song or two for the winter program so we 

can show off all of the Spanish we know! 

 

Warm regards, 

Sra. Lorena 

 

Music 

Hello Families, 

“What a fun time we’ve been having in music! . We’ve been learning about note values and exploring 

“the beat” as we play instruments, use our bodies, dance and sing!  The season of fall brings 

opportunities to sing about the cooler weather, apples, leaves and other fun fall activities.  And of 

course, a few “spooky” songs thrown in there too for Halloween....one favorite being the “Spooky 

Wooky”. Now we shift gears and think of winter and snow as we begin learning music for our holiday 

program! It is always a joy making music with the Radiant kids!” 

 

Sincerely, 

Ms. Jane 
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Children’s House 1  

Dear Children’s House One Families, 

Over the Month of October our bright young students are having more 

freedom along with their responsibilities.  This balance acts as our beacon 

through the school days ahead. October birthdays celebrated include Ms. 

Mathilda, Landon, Liam P., & Lincoln Sevig.  Each ceremony was unique in 

its own way.  

Looking back we learned about Harvesting (especially corn), enjoyed our 

field trip to the apple orchard, & pumpkin patch, turned pumpkins into Jack-o-lanterns, & welcomed Aryan, 

Liam B., Vinny, & Isla into our class. We also learned about Vertebra, and Invertebrate, made home-made 

apple & pumpkin muffins, worked on the human anatomy, tasted pumpkin seeds, introduced the movable 

alphabet to many students who know their letter sounds, explored our five senses, waves, human anatomy, 

arctic animals, & much more. 

Extended Day students have taken the leap into multiplication, & 

division, sentence structure, punctuation, skip counting, compass 

work, & love to be class helpers. For example, how to help serve 

snack to our friends, how to care for others, and class room materials. 

All of this added responsibility helps build self-confidence, and guides 

each child toward interdependence and happy-healthy relationships. 

More options for November include, discovering gravity, magnet work, hibernation, migration, and viscosity 

experiments. We hope to spark each child’s curiosity & expand their understanding of the world around. We 

are focusing on the basics as well. Phonetic reading and writing, Teen Boards, & The 

Three Stages of our work cycle. They are as follows: 1 Take work out, 2 work as 

presented, 3 put work away. For art, our students will have a chance to learn colors & 

numbers in Spanish, precision with how to cut & glue with projects, and write their 

names. If you are practicing name writing at home, please have the first letter of your 

student's name capitalized & the rest lowercase. 

Last but not least our student birthday celebration in November is for Kynzi, she is 

turning five! Happy birthday young lady! 

For field trips and other important events please check your email, the Radiant 

Montessori web site, the Montessori Compass and our bulletin board in the 

school entry way. If you would like to contribute to art projects please check 

our donation list at the table in the entrance to Casa One, or choose from 

requested items on the deco. tree branches in class.  

Looking forward to the changes ahead! 

  Ms. Wenda, Ms. Mathilda, & Ms. Paula 
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Children’s House Two 

Good Bye October, Hello!!! November  

October has been a fun filled month of learning. The children have settled into the routine 
and have been busy exploring the many materials of their environment. In practical life the 
children have been learning to clean up after themselves, take care of their environment 
and take care of plants. The children did really well in poking the soil in their pot to decide 
whether the plant is thirsty or not.  Other popular works have been push pin work/punching 
a variety of seasonal icons such as pumpkins, bats, ghosts, witch hats, black cats, decorating 
candy corns, black cats, tweezing pumpkin seeds, then learning the pars of a pumpkin and 

the dressing frames. In sensorial many of the materials are on the shelves now. The children 
have been exploring colors, shapes, textures, sounds and more. A very popular work has been 
sorting objects that make sound or are silent and also building towers out of cylinders that are 
in different dimensions. 

We discussed about harvesting, migration of the birds and butterflies migrating from north to 
south. The children really enjoyed the field trip to the Pumpkin Patch, and the activities they 
had. Painting pumpkins was a hit and they had so much fun painting them with just black and 
white to make it look SPOOKY. This also took us to study and 

classify land, air and water and sorted different categories based on the 3 kinds. 
The children loved to sort items into magnetic or not magnetic categories. In 
geography we covered the introduction to the continents in the world. Push 
punching the continents became a popular activity in geography as they were 
eager to punch one continent after another. Extended Day students have made 
huge progress in language and math. Most popular activities/materials have been 
working on phonogram spelling tests, practicing to write/form letters in right 
formation, reading chapter books, 4 digit additions static, simple additions with a 

variety of materials, Addition snake game an activity that shows 
combinations of a quantity which also indirectly promotes multiplication and helping with 
classroom preparations such as setting up tables for snack, straightening up shelves, rolling mats 
neatly, stacking chairs, washing tables, serving snacks, sweeping and many more. These 
responsibilities have nothing but taught the older friends to build high self-esteem, self-
confidence, responsibility and independence. 

November will take us around North America and we look forward to study 
about North America in depth and read books about each of the major countries, cultures, 
biomes of our continent. Further to that, vertebrates, invertebrates, Thanksgiving, Native 
Americans, Veteran’s Day, sink & float, land and water forms, Carnivore- Herbivore- 
Omnivore, types of clouds, life cycle of a turtle and parts of a turtle are some of the other 
subjects that we will cover in the month of November. 

For celebrations, Field trips info and other events please check your email, the school website, 
The Montessori Compass and/or bulletin board in the school entry way. 

We look forward to a wonderful month of November and wishing all our CH2 Families a Happy Thanksgiving! 

Love, Ms. Bawani, Ms. Julie & Ms. Regina  
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Children’s House Three 

Autumn’s cold breeze has come and colorful leaves keep falling on the 

ground. The month of October has “flown” with the sensorial changes and 

children are well adapted to the new season. We would like to give a warm 

welcome to two new friends, twins August Weil and Avalyn Weil to our 

community. Casa 3’s October was filled with cultural and linguistic activities 

in general. We had consecutive writing and reading themed weeks for the 

children’s developing language abilities. Our daily letter and number 

recognition work increased in frequency to acquire familiarity. 

On the phonetic sounds, we extended 

linguistic boundary to word formations and reading sentences. We regularly 

worked with phonetic blending sounds, Bob book reading, handwriting on a 

lined paper or unlined chalkboard, tracing lines with a finger or pencil, 

sandpaper letters, and even handgrip with metal insets. On culture, we 

explored the world indirectly with the cultural folders, art folders, and leaf 

folders. We studied and researched life in other cultures through watching 

pictures and sharing thoughts. And the art folders brought children different 

and creative perspectives to see and understand the world through the 

appreciation of art work. The leaf folder reminded us of last seasons, the life 

cycle of trees, and the reverence of botanical creatures. 

We have done Math works with counting and basic arithmetic. We used diverse visual materials such as 

beads, coloring squares, Number rods, and diverse visual sensorial materials. By their arithmetical 

development, we had static and dynamic addition works with color beads, stamp game, and decimal cards. 

Welcoming Halloween, the school had trick-or-treat at the neighboring businesses (clinics) with costumes and 

did some Halloween themed art projects. And Radiant Montessori threw a family-friendly Halloween party at 

the school. November marks the month of Thanksgiving. Children are already excited anticipating the 

cerebration with thankfulness and joy. The school will be closed on Nov 22 and 23. 

Don’t miss Pie with parents and our last field trip to Orchestra Hall for Kinder Konzerts this month. And fall 

conference (Nov 9 th) will take place in the classroom. Lastly, we thank you so 

much for your support and volunteering in the pumpkin patch field trip. Despite 

cold weather, your dedication contributed 

to the joy and developmental education of 

our community a lot. Many thanks again. 

From Mr. CS, Ms. Alyssa, and Ms. Marie 
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Toddler Room 

Greetings Toddler Families, 

Our community of toddlers has seen some changes this past month. First, we 

welcomed Wesley Muellerleile and his family to the Toddler Room. Wesley was 

very quick to settle in, and we’re very glad to have him here! As October comes 

to an end we also have to say goodbye to one of our older toddlers, Callie Roth, 

as she makes her transition into Casa 2. We’re sad to see Callie leave us but 

excited for her to join the preschoolers where she can continue to learn and 

grow. 

October was such a busy month, it’s hard to believe it’s already over. We really 

enjoyed spending time outdoors to observe all the seasonal changes that have 

occurred. We loved the sensorial experiences of observing the changing colors of 

the leaves and the sound of them crunching beneath our feet. During one of our 

morning nature walks, we were especially surprised to find that there were still 

ducks in the pond – and there were eight of them! We also had fun preparing for 

Halloween. We did lots of art activities, sang and read Halloween songs and books, 

and baked some delicious pumpkin muffins from scratch! 

In November we’ll be honing in on the children’s developing 

social skills with an emphasis on grace and courtesy. With 

Thanksgiving just around the corner, we hope to touch on 

gratitude and sense of community as well. We’ll have plenty 

of food activities this month, so look out for occasional sign-

up sheets for ingredients. We’ll also continue to follow the seasonal changes this 

month, looking particularly at what kinds of animals are preparing for migration or 

hibernation. So much to explore and discover! 

As always, if you have any questions or concerns you can contact me anytime by email 

at amanda@radiant-montessori.com. You can also catch me at Radiant either by phone 

or in person. 

Thank you, 

Ms. Amanda and Ms. Isabelle 
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Transition Room 

Hello! 

 

This past month in the transition room has definitely 

been a busy one! We have been nature detectives in 

our environment that has changed so drastically since 

summer. We have gone on multiple natures walks 

(when the weather allowed us to) to see how our 

environment has changed. The one thing that the 

children have been fascinated with have been the 

changing colors of the leaves. We have done a few 

leave sensory bins to explore these different objects. 

Even though we have been looking around in our environment, we have also been focusing on our lessons and 

practical life activities. Children in the transition room have been extremely helpful with washing their tables 

and chairs. They use small spray bottles and scrub brushes to clean off the tables and make them shine. 

Another activity that the kids find enjoyable have been color matching. We have done a few different color 

matching activities during circle time but as well have a matching lesson with different color animals. 

Another enjoyable activity that happened was the Halloween party that happened on the 31st. We had a feast 

of a snack that the children just devoured and did a lot of fun activity and games to celebrate this holiday! 

This upcoming month is about healthy living. We will be learning about healthy foods to eat, how to exercise, 

how germs are harmful and for fun, a thanksgiving week. With the Thanksgiving holiday right around the 

corner please let me know in advance if you and your family are planning any special trips during this time. 

Another quick note. If you have not sent me or handed me a hard copy of your family picture, please do as 

soon as you can. I want to finish our family picture wall so the children can see all the families that are in our 

classroom. Thank you! 

As always, if you have any questions or concerns please do not hesitate to call or 

email me at abby@radiant-montessori.com. Thanks and have a fantastic rest of 

your day! 

Miss Abby, Miss 

Lauren, Miss Shelbie, 

Miss Lorena 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:abby@radiant-montessori.com
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Infant Room 

Hi families. 

We had a lot of fun in October! We worked hard on our 

Montessori lessons and had a lot of fun sensory activities. 

We had a light box, sensory bottles, shaving cream and 

finger paints. We even had time for a few Halloween art 

projects. 

In November we will continue our Montessori lessons. Our 

main focus will be - matching lids to pots, experiencing 

different fabric textures, identifying objects in books, 

recognizing simple songs, nose wiping and putting shapes in 

holes.  

Thanks,  

Dawn, Amanda and Emma 

 


